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Conservancy and the Thames - the context and history of the Thames

Conservators from November 1857 to April 1974
By Robert Baldwin

Geology and economic geography have been the major determinants of the form and use of the Thames and its
adjacent settlement. The Romans were not the first extensive users of the Thames for international trade but were
the first to leave extensive archaeological records of its use and initiate limited written records about its defence.
Roman Administration of the Thames after 43 AD and of its ports and bridges (most notably London’s from c.70
AD) was essentially military and lasted until 411AD Since 1920 the archaeology of city centre sites alongside the
Thames has transformed understanding of its use in trade. The Roman era saw the start of important riverine
facilities at Colchester, Rochester, Ebbsfleet, London, Brentford and Oxford, and of signal towers at Reculver and
Greenwich, allowing the Roman fleets to enforce control and exclude piratical threats. It could be enlivened with
finds of Roman ships and waterfront archaeology.

After centuries of little effective control of the river and the relocation of the Saxon city of London to the west of
the Roman city the emergence of corporate authority reached the point where effective resistance to Danish
incursions was possible by 995. Crown concerns in river and port administration grew and legal precision from
c.870 to 1449, with many written interventions from the Crown and its officials recorded. Other medieval sources
include Domesday Book and the writings of Bede, Goderick, Chaucer and Froissart. The earliest of those medieval
records are monastic, while the Corporation of London’s records also go back beyond the formal beginning of legal
memory in 1187 revealing their tussles with Norman rulers the Constables of the Tower and other Crown officials
often over matters of jurisdiction.

From 1197 on a succession of administrative arrangements were made to control operation of the Thames and the
“Conservancy” problems of fish weirs and flash locks. The Corporation of London won many significant powers
and rights, but the bounds of their authority, stretched only from the Nore to Staines. However, there was always a
continuing interest in navigating the river from Oxford, if not Cricklade, in order to sell fish and agricultural
products, notably grain and hay to Londoners. James I initiated an Improvement Commission in 1605 for the Upper
River from Gloucestershire to Staines in Middlesex; another markedly ineffectual attempt was made under the
Thames Navigation Act, 1751, which created the Thames Navigation Commissioners (potentially up to 600 of
them in seven landward counties). The Thames Act 1770 initiated a more business like approach, seen in their
commissioning of a report from James Brindley. They enjoyed the further advantage of two other busy participants.
Zachary Allnutt (Secretary), and John Treacher (Engineer). Concurrently the Corporation of London acted in 1770
to create a specialist sub-Committee of its City Lands Committee for the Navigation of the Thames and the Port of
London. That Committee, which generated extensive records, became locked in conflict with the Crown’s Office
of Woods and Forests over rights in the bed and soil of the Thames

Resolution of that was not achieved until 1856. Tyrell’s compromise proposal required a statute conveying City
interests and most of Crown’s to the Thames Conservators appointed in November 1857. Initially their powers
were restricted to the City’s old jurisdiction from the Yantlet to Staines Bridge. However, from 1865 the
Conservators, slightly increased in number, took over the Thames Improvement Commissioners functions from
Staines to Cricklade and related duties, such as the replacement of flash locks with pound locks and duties to
improve stretches of the Thames and repair the river’s banks, thus running the whole river until 1909. While the
Port of London Authority thereafter took on the tidal river’s management under the terms of the Port of London
Act 1908, and more of the Crown interest from 1913, the river above the innovative Richmond Lock and Weir
commissioned just below Teddington Lock in 1891-94 remained the Conservators’ responsibility, albeit a gradual
erosion of their powers took place as the adjunct of revised duties from 1953 to 1973. The end for the Conservators
came in 1973 when the Central Advisory Water Committee recommended a new system of ten regional Water



Authorities, leading to the creation of a National Rivers Authority and Thames Water.

Conservancy as a subject not only involves study of the reasons why certain environmental decisions were taken
to protect the river from over fishing, pollution, sewage, but also from damage through poor or ineffective
intervention along its banks or even across its reaches. Thus the design issues related to its bridges had to be
considered in detail before being approved formally by the Conservators. Similarly, tunnel engineering was
encouraged, but there were differences in the way that railways and dock companies were treated often based on
detailed engineering analyses of the implications for the flow of the river and use of the river. Similar informed the
way towpaths were created and maintained; how tugs and steam power impacted on river use and why the
specialised craft were found necessary for its maintenance. In matters such as dredging campaigns a most
miscellaneous body of river users, wharfingers, administrators, local government representatives and naval
officials came to share common ideals, purposes and standards. The Thames Conservancy became the model
regime upon which and from which many powers were seen as necessary and adopted into Town and Country
Planning law.

Their administrative practice, much as standardised and codified at Capt Edward Burstall’s instance from 1857
became not only became a model for colonial administration, but attracted a lot of literary and political writing, eg.
Taine, Conrad, Belloc and Morrison, so that by the early 20th century the pressures to sustain the world’s largest
and busiest port, led some to think it should sustain a second dredged channel- not in fact necessary until the size
of ships rose so much by the final decade of the 20th century. The Royal Commission looking into the future of the
port in 1905-06 concluded the river works required the docks and working tidal river to be considered as one entity,
and that required an institution with bigger borrowing powers than the Conservancy, and far more dredging than
undertaken hitherto. To met that requirement and deal with the financial weakness of most of the Dock Companies
an innovative idea of the Public Trust with borrowing powers and powers to make byelaws for regulation of the
river and the Docks was required. That would take legislative shape in 1908, and then in 1909-10 the PLA
embarked upon dredging that deep water channel as planned by the Conservators in 1903-05.

Right up to 1974 the Conservators used powers conferred in the 1857 and 1894 Acts to hold regattas on the river
above Teddington and to make bylaws to regulate its use for leisure as well as for commerce. That heritage remains
crucial to understanding operational traditions and the present day practice and work of the Environment Agency,
the PLA and Thames Water. Their work relies in turn upon analyses of river flows, fish stocks and siltation. The
professional skill in using assets that vary from 19th century locks to modem computerised records of craft licensed
to use the river is crucial to the safe operational use of the river. Such knowledge and records make big
contributions to the appropriate repair and river works licenses for historical structures standing in or bedside the
Thames like bridges, most recently to Battersea and Hungerford Bridges. Today conservancy issues still have a
resonance in studies under way into the effects of reduced wash from river patrols; in work on flood defences and
the barriers at Teddington and Woolwich to sustain their effectiveness through heavy rainfall, tidal surges, and
global warming; and, in the longer term, building deep new sewers to replace Bazalgette’s. The regulatory regime
includes the PLA, the Environment Agency HM Inland Revenue & Customs, the Corporation of London’s Port
Health officers, Thames Water, TOSCA and the Metropolitan Police.

The archives relating the Thames Conservators are extensive. The Museum in Docklands holds the Minute Books.
The PLA itself holds a big part of the engineering record of the river below Teddington (circa 500 plans and
Parliamentary Bills). Mr Baldwin also revealed something of the scope of the archival evidence surviving in Crown
and Ministerial Records, now available to the public at the National Archives, showing the role of the Conservators
remained influential in approving the design of the motorway bridges at Runnymede (M25) and Maidenhead (M4).
He also showed examples of the important records, maps and pictures held by various riverside institutions and by
the City itself, and of the records retained by the Crown, the PLA, the Museum of London, and the records of
Thames Water and Berkshire Record Office related to the Thames Conservators continued discharge their
traditional functions from 1857 until 1974.


